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ABSTRACT

The knowledge of possible cavitation in subassembly nozzles of the fast reactor core implies the realisation of a fluid dynamic
model test. We propose a method of similarity based on the non-dimensionalization of the equation of motion for viscous capil-
lary fluid issued from the Cahn and Hilliard model. Taking into account the dissolved gas effect, a condition of compatibility is
determined. This condition must be respected by the fluid in experiment, along with the scaling between the two similar flows.

NOMENCLATURE

C Capillary constant
c Sound velocity

F Specific free energy
TJ Chemical potential
fj. Dynamic viscosity

X Lame" coefficient
V Kinematic viscosity
p Density
P Pressure

P[s Saturation liquid density

/7VS Saturation vapour density

P s a t Saturation pressure

Aequ Eq7uilibrium liquid density

Pvequ Equilibrium vapour density

PeqU Equilibrium pressure

V Flow velocity

F Flow acceleration

S General stress tensor

H v Viscous stress tensor
<J Surface tension
T Temperature
R Perfect gas constant
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1. EQUATION OF MOTION OF A FLUID ENDOWED
WITH INTERNAL CAPILLARITY

1.1. Cahn and Hilliard model
The classical theory of cavitation yields the idea of a surface
separating the phases endowed with a surface energy. The
density of the liquid has a finite discontinuity, which is not
realistic especially in the case of very small bubbles (about ten
microns, for instance for nuclei at the initial phase of cavita-
tion).
The problem of a continuous description of the liquid-vapour
interface with only an energy per unit volume was considered
by Cahn and Hilliard [1] , who used the model of an isotropic
fluid with a weakly non-local equation of state :

,T) = /?F(AT)

where ¥(p,Vp,T) is the specific free energy (per unit mass),
characterizing both the compressibility and the capillarity
properties . The density is noted p, T is the temperature,

(Vp) = V' /J .Vj/? , Vj is the operator of covariant dif-
ferentiation, F(/7,T) is the non-convex specific free energy
of the homogeneous fluid, and C(/?,T) is a positive func-
tion, monotonic in p (Seppecher [2], Seppecher, Gatig-
nol [3]). Molecular models such as those used in gas
kinetic theory lead to a function C that can be taken constant
(Pratz [4]).



1.2. Case of a conservative isothermal fluid
The equation of motion for a conservative isothermal fluid is
obtained by the minimisation of the action a (Germain [5]) :

where is the kinetic energy and D is an arbitrary

material volume (Casal [6]). Taking into account that:

dp dSp dp dSx

dx dx dx dx'

the variation form of the action for any virtual displacement

<5Mis:

»2

" U > <
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- \ \ n(H<5M - Vp.Cpdiv<5M)dxdt

where S is the general stress tensor (Trutskinowskii [7], Davis
and Scriven [8]):

S = f - p2 j - + C(Vp)2 lid + pCAp.ld - c(Vp®Vp).
dp

Let us note that:

divE = -Pv(r](p)-CAp)

where 1T\P) is the chemical potential (or specific free

enthalpy) of the fluid defined by the relation dp = p.drj. For

any virtual displacement, such that <5M and div<5M are equal
to zero at the boundary, we obtain the following equation of
motion:

pT = divS.

1.3. Case of a viscous isothermal fluid

For a fluid with viscosity, we add to the stress tensor H the
classical viscosity tensor (Gouin [9]):

. Thewhere D is the deformation tensor — +

virtual work of the viscosity forces yields:

pT = div(H + H v ) .

In the following we assume that X + 2/J = vp with V con-
stant (Rocard [10]).We write :

2. NON-DIMENSIONAL REPRESENTATION OF THE
EQUATION OF MOTION

Let us consider equation (1). In order to compare two different

flows, we write this equation by using only dimensionless

variables and especially the equation of state

2.1 Equation of state

In practise, we determine the equation of state r^p) from the

measured values of:

-the saturation pressure P s a t at the given temperature T,

-the density of the two bulks : p\s for the liquid and pws for
the vapour.

Moreover, the chemical potential must respect the following
conditions :
-the equilibrium of the plane interface :

-the Maxwell rule (Rocard [10]):

Pis

Pvs

Let us note that the chemical potential is defined up to an arbi-
trary constant so that we can take

= 0.

Fig. 1 : chemical potential



"The simplest expression which satisfies the conditions is a
" polynomial one in the form :

This expression is particularly realistic in the interval

I Pvs ' As I • Moreover we get the relation :

P(P) =

Neglecting pvs with respect to/?[s, conditions

— = C2 and p(/^s) = p s a t (either p ( p v s ) = p s a t )

P=P\s
yield:

C t e = P s a t and K =
A'

With the new adimensional variable p' ranging from -1 to 1
and defined by the relation:

As ~ Pvs , + As + Pvs

the equation of state is written as :

where T] is a chemical potential scale defined by :

Besides, near the liquid density, we can write the pressure in
the form:

So we get the pressure scale :

P-psat =c As-

2.2. Equation of state for a fluid with a dissolved gas
To take into account the effect of neutral dissolved gas in the

fluid, we replace, at a given temperature, the values of

saturation pressure and density PSat>As an<^ Pvs ^or t n e

pure fluid with the values for the fluid-gas mixture in the real

plane equilibrium Pequ»Aequ,-an<^ Pvequ • Note that the

densities are the sum of fluid density and gas density :

n _ J& , -fluid
Aequ - Aequ + Aequ

_ -gas , -flui
Pvequ ~ Pvequ + Pvequ

Fig.2 : plane equilibrium interface of a
fluid with a dissolved gas at pressure
P e q u and temperature T.

Instead of the relations giving, at each temperature, saturation
densities and pressure, we use new equilibrium relations

Aequ = f ( P e c l u ' T ) and Pvequ = g(Pequ>T)

obtained assuming:

-firstly that /9[equ is negligible with respect to PieqU so

that:
_ .fluid _

Aequ — Aequ ~~ As - (3)

-secondly that there is no chemical interaction between gas

and vapour, i.e. the chemical potential of the bulk 77Vequ ls

the sum of the fluid one 77veqU and the gas one ?7veqU •

Plane equilibrium condition is :

^vequ = Tlequ
and because of (3) :

^equ = Tls
so that

As ?7feqU is negligible with respect to ?7veqU we get

and

fluid _
"vequ ~ vis

fluid
Pvequ ~ Pvs •

Moreover the gas is supposed perfect gas and the density is
determined by using the Dalton law :

Pveq - I P - P *
[u ~ yL equ L sat

Hence the bulk density is

n — I p _ p
A v̂equ ~ 1 *• "n" x 'sat J D J + PVS-

Pvequ ~ Pvequ + Pvequ



2.3. Adimensional equation of motion and^caling
Let us use the following change of variables :

r{p) = rfp'{p'2-\)
x = xx'

where p ' , x ' a n d F 'are dimensionless and 77,x and V are
the chemical potential, space and velocity scales. The equation
of motion (1) is written :

X V

It appears that two different flows at two different temperatures
are similar from a capillary and viscous point of view if the
three non-dimensionnal numbers are the same :

.2

3 = (inverse of Reynolds number)
xV
C/7|S

— (capillary number)
x2V2

It is equivalent to assure the correspondence of the three
numbers :

~2

V2 ' xV

The last number independent of velocity scale V and space
scale X can be considered as the compatibility condition
between the two fluids. This number fixes the temperature of
the fluid in experiment. Using the relation

Pis

CT= \Cp'dp

Pvs

(Rocard [10]) and the polynomial expression of T][p) (2), we

get the equality :

c =

Replacing C in the number
cAs—— we get another more

convenient expression of the compatibility condition between
the two fluids:

The two other numbers fix the scale ratio between the two
fluids a and b :

V rthe velocity scale _ a _ ̂ _a_

the space scale 3— =
x b [ v

with the pressure scale :

(P-Psat)

3. APPLICATION : WATER-SODIUM SIMILARITY

Experimental apparatus
One of the Hydraulic Core laboratory (LHC) missions is the
mechanical and hydraulic qualification of fuel assemblies.
For Fast Reactors applications, one step of this procedure
concerns the hydraulic qualification of the pressure reducing
orifice situated in subassemblies nozzles and in particular its
behaviour towards cavitation. The procedure consists in in-
creasing the flow rate up to the cavitation inception threshold
and thus being sure that this flow rate is much higher than the
maximum real flow rate.
In Fast Reactors background, the real coolant fluid is sodium,
but for reasons of security and cost, the qualification tests are
performed on a water mock-up (see Fig. 3), located within a
hydraulic loop called BACCARA [11]. Its main characteris-
tics are as follows : the flow rate ranges up to 250 m3/h with
200m of water column, temperatures up to 110°C, and pres-
sure up to 1,5 Mpa. A classical similarity method, based on
the Thoma number, is usually used, but reproducibility and
detection precision questions lead to define security margins
which could be reduced, improving the similarity method, the
detection apparatus and signal processing.
The method presented above and set up in a thesis context is
going to be validated on the BACCARA loop. A removable
auxiliary test section and the main one can be used together.
One Plexiglas test section is devoted to visual control . A set
of preliminary tests is in progress. These tests are set up to
study the cavitation inception variations versus water content
in air, and to improve instrumentation detection. The further
experiments will be dedicated to model validation. In par-
ticular, some auxilliary test sections of different geometrical
dimensions are going to be mounted.
The experimental apparatus is composed of three kinds of
measurement. A set of measure is the classical pressure, flow
rate and temperature one. Then accelerometers, PVDF and
local pressure transducer measurements are dedicated to the
inception of cavitation detection. Finally, a Venturi appara-
tus, laser granulometry and oxygenemetry can be used to
characterize the water content in air.
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Fig.3 : Mock up with a subassembly
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